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In this handbook, scholars from around the world offer an up-to-date account of the state of the art in different areas of
onomastics, in a format that is both useful to specialists in related fields and accessible to the general reader. All known languages
make use of names, most commonly to identify individual people and places. Since Ancient Greece, names have been regarded
as central to the study of language, and this has continued to be a major theme of both philosophical and linguistic enquiry
throughout the history of Western thought. The investigation of name origins is more recent, as is the study of names in literature.
Relatively new is the study of names in society, which draws on techniques from sociolinguistics and has gradually been gathering
momentum over the last few decades. The structure of this volume reflects the emergence of the main branches of name studies,
in roughly chronological order. The first Part focuses on name theory and outlines key issues about the role of names in language,
focusing on grammar, meaning, and discourse. Parts II and III deal with the study of place-names and personal names
respectively, while Part IV outlines contrasting approaches to the study of names in literature, with case studies from different
languages and time periods. Part V explores the field of socio-onomastics, with chapters relating to the names of people, places,
and commercial products. Part VI then examines the interdisciplinary nature of name studies, before the concluding Part presents
a selection of animate and inanimate referents ranging from aircraft to animals, and explains the naming strategies adopted for
them.
Complete PET is a brand new course for the PET exam. It combines the very best in contemporary classroom practice with
stimulating topics aimed at teenagers and young adults. The course covers every part of the PET exam in detail providing
preparation, practice, information and advice to ensure that students are fully prepared for every part of the exam. Informed by
Cambridge's unique searchable database of real exam scripts, the Cambridge Learner Corpus, and providing an official PET past
exam paper from Cambridge ESOL, Complete PET is the most authentic PET exam preparation course available.
Science.
A new level for the Exams Result series with an Online Workbook.
This is a collection of stories in which nightmares and bad dreams are an essential part of the plot. In some stories the nightmare
parallels or predicts events in waking life. In others, the nightmare takes over and the dreamer cannot get back to reality. There
are also other stories which have a nightmarish quality to them. The characters are trapped and unable to make an escape.
An unparalleled introduction to the parodist's art, The Oxford Book of Parodies includes parodies from Chaucer to the present day,
ranging from imitations and spoofs to lampoons and pastiches, comical, scornful, witty, and subtle. It also takes in advertisements,
legal rituals, political warfare and a scientific hoax.
Vibrant design with high-impact visuals keeps students motivated. Integrated dictionary skills work encourages independent study.
Online Workbook features automatic marking and instant feedback, integrated dictionary definitions, grammar reference, exam
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tips, and more. Ideal for self-study. Includes access to one Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) and one Cambridge English:
Preliminary (PET) for Schools online practice test. Optional Learning Management System allows you to identify student
weaknesses and strengths. Student's Book available with or without code for the Online Workbook. Workbook also available as a
printed Resource Pack with MultiROM and a link to online practice tests. Suitable for PET for Schools exam.
This collection of short stories, including many new translations, is the first to span the whole of Japan's modern era from the end
of the nineteenth century to the present day. Beginning with the first writings to assimilate and rework Western literary traditions,
through the flourishing of the short story genre in the cosmopolitan atmosphere of the Taisho era, to the new breed of writers
produced under the constraints of literary censorship, and the current writings reflecting the pitfalls and paradoxes of modern life,
this anthology offers a stimulating survey of the development of the Japanese short story. Various indigenous traditions, in addition
to those drawn from the West, recur throughout the stories: stories of the self, of the Water Trade (Tokyo's nightlife of geishas and
prostitutes), of social comment, love and obsession, legends and fairytales. This collection includes the work of two Nobel prizewinners: Kawabata and Oe, the talented women writers Hirabayashi, Euchi, Okamoto, and Hayashi, together with the acclaimed
Tanizaki, Mishima, and Murakami. The introduction by Theodore Goossen gives insight into these exotic and enigmatic,
sometimes disturbing stories, derived from the lyrical roots of Japanese literature with its distinctive stress on atmosphere and
beauty.
Gathers poems by Swift, Byron, Tennyson, Holmes, Carroll, Gilbert, Harte, Housman, Chesterton, Wodehouse, Eliot, Graves,
Auden, Amis, and De Uries
Oxford Mathematics Primary Years Programme supports students in constructing and transferring meaning, and applying skills
and knowledge with understanding. Part of the International Baccalaureate (IB) programme, it incorporates an inquiry learning
approach, supporting the PYP transdisciplinary themes and skills, and covers the PYP Mathematics scope and sequence.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about God? In
How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with
God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world religions—from
Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
The study of music and the brain can be traced back to the work of Gall in the 18th century, continuing with John Hughlings
Jackson, August Knoblauch, Richard Wallaschek, and others. These early researchers were interested in localizing musicality in
the brain and learning more about how music is processed in both healthy individuals and those with dysfunctions of various kinds.
Since then, the research literature has mushroomed, especially in the latter part of the 20th and early 21st centuries. The Oxford
Handbook of Music and the Brain is a groundbreaking compendium of current research on music in the human brain. It brings
together an international roster of 54 authors from 13 countries providing an essential guide to this rapidly growing field. The major
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themes include Music, the Brain, and Cultural Contexts; Music Processing in The Human Brain; Neural Responses to Music;
Musicianship and Brain Function; Developmental Issues in Music and the Brain; Music, the Brain, and Health; and the Future.
Each chapter offers a thorough review of the current status of research literature as well as an examination of limitations of
knowledge and suggestions for future advancement and research efforts. The book is valuable for a broad readership including
neuroscientists, musicians, clinicians, researchers and scholars from related fields but also readers with a general interest in the
topic.
The new multi-level exam preparation series for Cambridge ESOL exams which inspires students to better exam results.
Cartoon stories and up-to-date texts make learning enjoyable and help motivate students. Balanced syllabus develops all four
skills with plenty of opportunities for speaking and writing. Grammar and vocabulary sections provide clear presentation and plenty
of practice. Songs, projects, and a play, plus revision sections throughout the Student's Book, help recycle and reinforce new
language.
Objective PET Second edition is a completely updated and revised edition of the best-selling Objective PET course. This edition
includes several great new features, including brand new 'Corpus spots' which alert students to common mistakes made by PET
candidates. The Student's Book now includes a CD-ROM for extra language practice, including one complete printable PET
practice test. The accompanying website includes an additional printable PET practice test. This Self-study Pack includes the
Student's Book with answers with CD-ROM and the set of three Audio CDs with listening material from the Student's Book. A
Teacher's book and Workbooks are also available.
This second edition of the Oxford Latin Course combines the best features of both modern and traditional methods of Latin
teaching from first stages to GCSE. Completely revised and restructured in the light of a nationwide survey of Classics teachers, it
provides an exciting, stimulatingapproach to Latin based on the reading of original texts. Parts I-III are built around a narrative
detailing the life of Horace, based closely on historical sources, which helps students to develop an understanding of the times of
Cicero and Augustus.
The field of detective fiction is vast, and The Oxford Book of Detective Stories brings together the best short fiction from around the
world to show how different nationalities have imposed their own stamp on the genre. As well as English and American stories
from acknowledged masters such as Ellery Queen, Dashiell Hammett, and Agatha Christie, the anthology includes stories by
Simenon, Conan Doyle, Sarah Paretsky, and Ian Rankin, and roams across Europe and further afield to embrace Japan,
Denmark, Holland, Italy, Argentina, Czechoslovakia, and other countries. Women detectives, police procedurals, the amateur
sleuth, locked-room mysteries are all here, and in her introduction Patricia Craig examines the figure of the detective in
international literature.
With its communicative syllabus, authentic business material, and expert tips from a leading management school, plus interactive
multi-media, Business Result helps students learn the communication skills they need for work quickly and effectively.
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This is a biography of a book: the first collected edition of Shakespeare's plays printed in 1623 and known as the First Folio. It
begins with the story of its first purchaser in London in December 1623, and goes on to explore the ways people have interacted
with this iconic book over the four hundred years of its history. Throughout the stress is on what we can learn from individual
copies now spread around the world about their eventful lives. From ink blots to pet paws, from annotations to wineglass rings,
First Folios teem with evidence of their place in different contexts with different priorities. This study offers new ways to understand
Shakespeare's reception and the history of the book. Unlike previous scholarly investigations of the First Folio, it is not concerned
with the discussions of how the book came into being, the provenance of its texts, or the technicalities of its production. Instead, it
reanimates, in narrative style, the histories of this book, paying close attention to the details of individual copies now located
around the world - their bindings, marginalia, general condition, sales history, and location - to discuss five major themes: owning,
reading, decoding, performing, and perfecting. This is a history of the book that consolidated Shakespeare's posthumous
reputation: a reception history and a study of interactions between owners, readers, forgers, collectors, actors, scholars,
booksellers, and the book through which we understand and recognize Shakespeare.
Presents a collection of fifty-six familiar and unfamiliar stories by such writers as Washington Irving, Ernest Hemingway, Edgar
Allan Poe, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Henry James, and Kate Chopin.
The best-selling workbook and grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as one of the best books around for teaching
grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens of
reproducible exercises, and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar to middle and high schoolers, college students, ESL
students, homeschoolers, and more. This concise, entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and usage simple and
fun. This updated Twelfth Edition reflects the latest updates to English usage and grammar and features a two-color design and
lay-flat binding for easy photocopying. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations, offering “just the facts” on English
grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully updated to reflect the latest rules, along with quizzes and pre- and post-tests to help teach
grammar Ideal for students from seventh grade through adulthood in the US and abroad For anyone who wants to understand the
major rules and subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation offers
comprehensive, straightforward instruction.
Published in 1994 to worldwide acclaim, the first edition of Jancis Robinson's seminal volume immediately attained legendary status, winning
every major wine book award including the Glenfiddich and Julia Child/IACP awards, as well as writer and woman of the year accolades for
its editor on both sides of the Atlantic. Combining meticulously-researched fact with refreshing opinion and wit, The Oxford Companion to
Wine presents almost 4,000 entries on every wine-related topic imaginable, from regions and grape varieties to the owners, connoisseurs,
growers, and tasters in wine through the ages; from viticulture and oenology to the history of wine, from its origins to the present day. The 187
esteemed contributors (including over 50 new to this edition) range from internationally renowned academics to some of the most famous
wine writers and wine specialists in the world. Now exhaustively updated, this fourth edition incorporates the very latest international research
to present over 350 new entries on topics ranging from additives and wine apps to WSET and Zelen. Over 60 per cent of all entries have
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been revised; and useful lists and statistics are appended, including a unique list of the world's controlled appellations and their permitted
grape varieties, as well as vineyard area, wine production and consumption by country. Illustrated with almost 30 updated maps of every
important wine region in the world, many useful charts and diagrams, and 16 stunning colour photographs, this Companion is unlike any other
wine book, offering an understanding of wine in all of its wider contexts--notably historical, cultural, and scientific--and serving as a truly
companionable point of reference into which any wine-lover can dip and browse. New to this editionComprehensively revised and updated
throughout Over 350 brand-new entries Significant new updates on hundreds of topics such as China, screwcaps, and the origins of
viniculture Impressive global coverage of wine regions, including new entries on Alaska, Lesotho, Norway, and Tahiti Includes brand-new
colour photographs and black and white line drawings Maps of wine regions have been updated
Venture into First for Schools is an international course preparing secondary students for the Cambridge English: First for Schools exam.The
course prepares students for exam success from the outset with systematic skills development and scaffolded exam practice in every unit.
Exam guides offer tips and hints for every task type, and students can prepare for the examination with the online practice test.Covering a
huge range of topics, from The Simpsons to Shakespeare, the course encourages cultural insights and critical thinking and keeps students
motivated to achieve success.
Illuminating the pleasures, pains, dreams, and triumphs of aging, an abundance of writings from a variety of perspectives includes Mozart's
letter to his dying father, Mark Twain's sardonic formula for reaching seventy, and thoughts from Huang Ti, an ancient Chinese physician. UP.
Few things occupy as central a place in our lives as money, and few provoke such intense and varied response. Now in an entertaining book,
Jackson brings together reflections on money by some of the most brilliant minds who have ever lived. Shakespeare, Milton, Mark Twain,
Jane Austen and others help readers to rexamine what money means to them and rethink its value in their lives.
This workbook is to be used by patients who are in a cognitive-behavioral psychotherapy program designed for patients who have
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and a co-occurring alcohol or drug use disorder.
“Delightful . . . [a] captivating and slyly subversive fictional paean to the real women whose work on the Oxford English Dictionary went
largely unheralded.”—The New York Times Book Review WINNER OF THE AUSTRALIAN BOOK INDUSTRY AWARD • “A marvelous fiction
about the power of language to elevate or repress.”—Geraldine Brooks, New York Times bestselling author of People of the Book Esme is
born into a world of words. Motherless and irrepressibly curious, she spends her childhood in the Scriptorium, an Oxford garden shed in
which her father and a team of dedicated lexicographers are collecting words for the very first Oxford English Dictionary. Young Esme’s
place is beneath the sorting table, unseen and unheard. One day a slip of paper containing the word bondmaid flutters beneath the table. She
rescues the slip and, learning that the word means “slave girl,” begins to collect other words that have been discarded or neglected by the
dictionary men. As she grows up, Esme realizes that words and meanings relating to women’s and common folks’ experiences often go
unrecorded. And so she begins in earnest to search out words for her own dictionary: the Dictionary of Lost Words. To do so she must leave
the sheltered world of the university and venture out to meet the people whose words will fill those pages. Set during the height of the
women’s suffrage movement and with the Great War looming, The Dictionary of Lost Words reveals a lost narrative, hidden between the
lines of a history written by men. Inspired by actual events, author Pip Williams has delved into the archives of the Oxford English Dictionary
to tell this highly original story. The Dictionary of Lost Words is a delightful, lyrical, and deeply thought-provoking celebration of words and the
power of language to shape the world.
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SECOND EDITION of the best-selling course first published in 2003. Provides exam preparation and practice for the PET exam.

Gathers witty quotations about nature, religion, fear, hope, fame, wealth, politics, marriage, happiness, knowledge, language, and
death
The debts that English poetry owes to the Classics are massive and various. But they have been richly repaid by the astonishingly
inventive tradition of translation to which some of the greatest poets in the English language have contributed, including Chaucer
and Jonson, Dryden and Pope,Tennyson and Ezra Pound. This anthology presents the wealth of this living tradition as it has never
been seen before, ranging from King Alfred to the many contemporary poets here generously represented, and from North
America to Ireland and Scotland. It offers a vast array of responses to the song,verse and drama of ancient Greece and Rome,
Ovid, and Juvenal. Organized by classical author and text, it runs from the epics of Homer to the late antique world where Greek
and Latin writing both face an emerging Christian culture, and juxtaposes English versions, sometimes of the same passage
orpoem, to dramatize the endless re-animation of one great poetic tradition in and through another.
A fast-paced course for young teenagers.
Alistair Fowler's celebrated anthology includes generous selections from the work of all the century's major poets, notably Donne,
Jonson, Milton, Drayton, Herbert, Marvell, and Dryden. It strikes a balance between Metaphysical wit and intellect and Jonsonian
simplicity, while also accommodating hitherto neglected popular verse. The result is a truer, more Catholic representation of
seventeenth-century verse than any previous anthology.
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